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Living in Cromwells ward in Wymondham we have a massive ward area which is completely out of proportional size to the other wards in Wymondham geographically. Also recent planning approvals mean that we have a potential rise of 3000 persons in addition to the existing 2000. Clearly we need to review the balance of the wards and a boundary change in respect to Wymondham to have similar numbers in each ward. We also have a truly ridiculous voting arrangement in respect to MP area, which is to the west and not linked to South Norfolk in any way. A County Council area which splits the ward patterns for Wymondham as Forehoe which includes Cromwells ward but not the others and our District council is South Norfolk to the east. This makes the aspirational coterminosity of the Boundary commission a hopeless joke as nothing matches up, and I do mean nothing! There is a clear need in my view to have a separate district Councillor for Cromwells which is divorced altogether from Wymondham Town as we pay for their street lights and infrastructure and get very little in return. Whilst Silfield is clearly a growth area and next to Wymondham they could be come part of say Town ward and the sub parishes of Spooner row, Wattlefield and Suton could split away as they are entirely rural in character unlike Wymondham which clearly is not. Current arrangements are a complete mess and this further disengages the public from any local politics and the decisions being made, which has to be wrong.
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